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S Y NOPS 1.5
The evaluation.of a considerable amount of research work has
i
demonstrated the applicability of plastic analysis to structural design.
Plastic design results in .an ov~r-all balanced design .with known factor
of safety, it makes for a more economical use of material, and compared
with allowable stress ("elastic") methods it is a simpler design technique.
This report documents the applicability of plastic analysis to
design of structural steel beams and frames. Theoretical considerations
involved in the plastic theory and in certain secondary design problems
are given. Experimental verification is provided. Approximations in
the form of, "design guides" are suggested.
A separate·a~d companion report will illustrate the procedures
of the plast~c method of design with specific reference to building
co~struction, and will supply information to supplement clauses in.a
specification for plastic design.
* "* ;I:
;1:.
* ."*
It will be recognized that this report covers only a portiorill of
the subject matter that will be included in the final document. Presently
in .draft form~ Parts II and III will be issued later and will cover
"Additional Design Consideration" (sl}ear force, loca.l buckling, lateral
buckling, columl1 stability, and repeated loading), "Connections" and
"Deflections."
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1.1 STRUCTURALDESIGN
Cha.pter 1
I N T ROD U C T ION
1.1
An engineering structure is sati.s"Eactorily designed if it can be
built .with the needed economy and if, throughout its useful life, it
carries its intended loads and otherwise performs its intended function.
In the process of selecting the members for a steel frame structure it is
necessary first to make a general analysis of structural strength .and,
second, to examine certain .. detai1s (usually covered by codes or specifi-
cati.ons) to assure that premature local failure does not occur.
The usable strength or design load of a steel frame may be
controlled by a number of factors, anyone of which may actually
constitute a I'Limit of Structural Usefu1ness,1I The,seare:
1. First attainm~ of a hypothetical yield-point stress
(design based on allowable stress)
2 .. Attainment of maximum plastic strength (assuming idealized
behavior)
3. Large deflections
4. Instability
5. Fatigue
Item 1 in conjunction with Items 4 and 5 has, for many years,
. been the basis for structural design, which uses the I'allowable stress ll
concept. Certai.n provisions also are included in specifications which
are intended to insure that the capacity is not otherwise limited.
Under certain adverse conditions steel may fracture ina brittle manner;
and although no specific rule has been available, the occurrence of such
..
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"fractures has been red~ced to a minimum by proper attention to material,
design details, and fabrication procedures.
Str:i,ct1y speaking, a design based on .any one of the five criteria
tabulated above could be referred to as a I1Limit Design,11 although the
term usually has been applied to determination of maximum strength accord-
ing to Item 2 and 4. I1PLASTIC DE;SIGN," as an aspect of limit design,
embraces primarily Item 2 (attainment of maximum plastic strength) and
is especially applicable to continuous beams and frames. It is, based
upon the maximum load the structure will carry, as determined from an
analysis of strength in the plastic range that is, a plastic analysis.
Whereas elastic design is performed by assuming working loads and a
workin8 unit stress, plastic design is based on the concepts of ultimate
loads and ultimate (or capacity) moments with an appropriate load factor.
1.2 PLASTICITY AND DESIGN SOME ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
..
It has long been known that an indetermina.te steel frame ha.s a .much
greater load-carrying capacity than indicated by the allowable stress
concept. Such frames are able to carry increased loads above the yield
value because structural steel has the capacity to yield in a ductile
manner. While the allowable stress concept which ignores this ductility
is satisfactory for simple structures, its extension to indeterminate
steel structures has overemphasized the importance of stress rather
than strength as a guide in engineering design. Furthermore it has
introduced a complexity that is unnecessary for a large number of structures.
205053
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Indeed, there is no basis for the argument that at no time should the
stress ina steel structure go beyond the elastic range, If this argument
were sound, then much current practice would have to be abandoned. As a
matter of fact is is necessary to consider plasticity in .all structural
design. An actual structure is a very complex body with an extremely
complicated state of stresso It is an assembly of many individual members
joined together to form a working unit. The indi'Vidual structural
elements such as the beams and columns come from the mills with residual
stresses which are often over one-half the yield stresso Ine-onnecting
the parts together local stresses are produced by welding and misfits,
and there are over-all assembly stresseso The structure is pierced by
many holeso Reinforcements of all kinds are present such as cover plates
and stiffeners. Hany secondary stresses arise owing to continuity of the
structure; for example due to the deformations caused by the loading
bending and torsion may act on what are assumed to be simple tension members,
and axial force and torsion act upon beams. As a consequence of all of
these factors, the combination of unknown initial stress and stress
concentration and redistribution.due to discontinuities of the structure,
it is inevitable that local plastic flow will take place in the best of
designs, ·An exami.nation of actual load-deflection curves presented later
in this report will .demonstrate this conclusively.
Numerous examples may also be given in .which the benefits of plasticity
are used, conscieusly or unconsciously, in allowable stress design. By per-
mitting a bending ptress of 30,000 psi ina round pin, advantage is being
205.53
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taken of the considerable plastic reserve of strength (70%) that such a
shape possesses. Similarly the permitting of a 20% i~crease in .allowable
working stress at points of interior support in continuous beams represents
another case in which some advantage has been taken of ductility in desiglJ.
From the foregoing discussion it is evident that local yielding
undoubtedly occurs in most steel frames the first time service loads are
reached. Furthermore parts of these structures will enter appreciably into
the plastic range before reaching their assumed limit of carrying capacity.
This situation will also e;xist in a structure designed on the basis
of plasticity. Nev:ertheless, it is importa.nt to note that at.working load,
the plastically designed structure is normally in the so-called "elastic"
range. Any inelastic deformation occurs only at first loading; this
produces a state of residual stresses such that subsequent loading will
produce purely elastic stresses.
The ducti1~e behavior of steel also permits the designer to eliminate
from his plans and specifications costly fabrication details to provide
actual hinges and other relaxing elements that would be required only in
case the construction ma.terial were brittle. With modern welding techniques,
full capacity splices are often much' less expensive than mechanical hinges
or other details that would allow more or less free rotations .. Witha
knowle.dge of behavLor in the plastic range, the designer will realize that
the elimi.nation of hinges will simply result in a stiffer structure with
a strength under any loading condition at least equal to that calculated
2.05.53
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by elastic. analysis fOT a mor:etrrelaxed" structure. The savings that
result in fabrication costs due to a better design of details based on an
understanding of ductile behavior may be very great indeed.
An exact plastic design whic.h considered strain-hardening would be a
formidable task. However., if the behavior of structural steel is idealized*
that it is assumed to be either completely elastic or perfectly plastic,
t.hen t.here is obtained a simple a.nd yet a reasonably satisfactory approximation
termed plast.ic design·**. Within this simplificat.ion, the structure is assumed
to reach its maximum predict,able strength at a definite load called the
"plastic limit load" or "ultimate load." For t.he overwhelming majority of
strllctural problems, a design based upon a reasonable fact.or of safety
(load factor) against this ultimate load provides a more appropriate structure
than a design. based upon allowable stresses and elastic stress computations.
Also, it requires far less effort,
As was int.imated at the outset~ there are numerous problems to which
considevltion must be given over and beyond the selection .of members on the
basis of pLa.sticity, One such is the effect of repeated loading. Another
is th~ onset of buckling before full plasticity is reached and, in general,
any problem in which the weakening or strengthening effect of deformation
prior to failure is large, Brittle fracture is another problem, of equal
importance both to elastic and to plastic design. Ultimate loa.d computations
_________ ~ L ~
'-.k See Cb,apter 2
'ft,,* More preci.sely "plasti.c limi.t design" but referred to hereafter by the
shorter term.
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for continuous frames are based on the a.ssumption that "plastic hinge moments ll
are developed at points of maximum moment in the structure and maintained
during the subsequent. loading. Thus desi.gn criteria for the stability of
details, which under allowable stress design merely gua.rd against the
initiation of buckling prior to first yielding, require re-examination in
plastic design where plastic buckling must be controlled during hinge deform-
ation. The magnitude of the deflection at working load may constitute
still another design cri.terion. All of these problems are discussed in
• more detail later; i.t i.s emphasized here that in principle the situation
...
with plastic desi.gn is no different from that which exists in any design
procedure.
Sinc~ that time, significant contributionsin
A Hungarian. Gabor Kt:,,~iJ.:i.e2;Y. first appli.ed these eoncepts to the design
of some apartment-type buildings in 1914. (1.1) (1.2) . Early tests were made
G b M · I "'b' (L3)ermany y /,uer- ,e1. nl.t.z.
have been made to the plastic theory of structures both in this country
and abroad.* Plastic design is already a part of certain specifications (it
is widely used in Britain) and engineers in this country are now making use
of it.
of,
------------------------------------------------------ -------------------~
* See R~ferences 1.4 to 1.1.3. inclusive
,.,
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Cha,pter 2
2.1
BAS I C P R I N C I P L E S
2.1 BEHAVIOR OF MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
Plastic design takes advantage of an important and unique property
of structural steel, namely its ductility. Evidence of this ductility
may be seen by examining a stress-str~in curve obtained from a simple
tension or compression test. This curve consists (for simplicity) of
two straight lines as shown in Fig 2.1. Up to the yield stress level
the material is elastic. After the yield stress has been reached the
strain increases greatly without any further increase of the stress.
From this it follows that, if a section is subjected to bending moment,
the section ~as a considerable reserve in strength beyond the value of
,
the moment which produces a maximum fiber stress equal to the yield
stress. The amount of this increase depends on the shape of the
cross sectioh.
Fig 2.2 shows the stress distribution at five stages as bending
moment is apptied to a member of rectangular cross-section. The moment-
curvature reiationship for this beam is shown in Fig 2.3; the numbered
points correspond to the five stages in Fig 2.2. Stage 2 corresponds
to the yie~d moment My and stage 5 corresponds to the plastic moment, MP'
The exact shape of the moment-curvature diagram between stages 2 and 5
depends on the cross-sectional form, but the moment rapidly approacpas
the value of the full plastic moment corresponding to stress distribution
5 (Fig 2.2). The "rapid approach" to this limiting plastic moment is
•..
...
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the essence of simple plastic theory. In mostcal'culations the moment-
curvature relationship is approximated by two straight lines as shown
partially dotted in Fig 2.3.
The process of successive yielding of fibers as bending moment
is incr$ased (Stage 2 to Stage 5 of Fig 2.3) is calledplastification
of the cross section. The plastic hinge thus formed' permits redistribution
of moments in statically indeterminate frames. At the section(s) where
yielding occurs, relatively large rotations are possible without a
significant increase or decrease of moments; in other words, "plastic
hinges" develop. 'Thus, f;urther increases of the loads are carried by
other less heavily stressed parts of the structure, until a sufficient
number of plast.ic hinges are formed so that the structure at this stage
of loading,starts to behave as a mechanism. Thereafter deflections
increase rapidly while the loads remain practically constant. Inother
words, the ultima~e load has been reached~
In summary, a structure.will reach its ultimate load as determined
by simple plastic theory only if the sections or connections where
plastic hinges are to form attain the predicted moment and subsequently
are able to undergo sufficiently large rotations. An exception, of
course, is the plastic hinge which for~s last, for which no inelastic
rotation is required after the plastic moment has been reached.
205.53
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2.2 PLASTIC THEORY
Conditions
2'.3
In the elastic analysis of an indeterminate structure one must
consider three conditions~
1. . Continuity - the. deflected shape is assumed to be a
continuous curve~ and thus "continuity equations"
may be formulated.
2. Equilibrium - Summation of forces (end moments) is
equal to zero.
•
3 . Limiting Moment - The moment at first yield is the
limiting .moment.
•
...
In the plastic analysis three similar conditions (or modifications
thereof) must be considered. With regard to continuity of slope, the
situation is just the reverse: theoretically plastic hinges interrupt
such continuity, so the requirement is that sufficient plastic hinges
form to allow the structure (or part of it) to. deform as a.mechani6m.
'This could be termed a mechanism condition. The equilibrium condition
is the same as ·ine1astic analysis. Instead of initial yield, the limit
of usefulness is the attainment of plastic hinge moments, not only at
one cross section but at each of the critical sections; this will be
termed a plastic moment condition. A corollary to this is the obvio~s
fact that moments in excess of the plastic bending strength cannot be
resisted. The t~ree conditions that must be satisf.ied in plastic
analysis are, therefore,
1. MechanismCordition
2. Equilibrium Condition
3. Plastic Moment Condition
•..
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I
.•.
When all three of.these conditions are satisfied) then the resulting
analysis for ultimate load is correct because the two theorems basic
to the plastic method are satisfied. These will now be discussed.
Limit Theorems
A fairly general treatement of structues requires the consideration
of plastic limit theorems of Drucker) Greenberg) and prager(2.l) 2.2) 2.3).
They are remarkably simple and in accordance with intuition. According
to the concepts discussed in Art 2.1) structural steel may be idealized
as an elastic-perfectly plastic material (Fig 2.1). Therefore when
changes in geometry are neglected (as is done in most elastic solutions)
it can be shown that failure occurs under constant load and at constant
.stress. In Art 2.1 this was stated in a different way) namely) that
the ultimate load is reached when.a sufficient number of sections
have attained their "limit.1I or IIplastic hinge ll moment.. Only plastic
strains take place as deformation occurs at constant load.
I..
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Tpe theorems are then~
2.5
I (Lower Boun~ If an equilibrium distribution of
stress can be found which.balancesthe applied load
and is everywhere less than or equal to the yield
stress, the structure will not fail. ·At most it
will just have reached the ultimate load.
II (Upper Bound). For any pattern of plastic defor-
..
•
mation compatible with the loading, the structure
cannot stand up if the rate at which the external
forces do work exceeds the rate of internal dissipation.
Theorem I reaffirms our faith in the material to adjust itself
to carry the applied load if at all possible. It gives lower bounds
on, or safe values of, the ultimate loading. The maximum lower bound
is the plastic limit, or ultimate load itself.
Theorem II is a formal statement of the fact that if another path
of failure exists at a lower load~ the structure will not stand up.
Thus a load computed on the basis of an .assumed mechanism will always
be greater than (or at the least equal to) the true ultimate load.
The theorem, therefore, deals with upper bounds on~ or unsafe values.
of, the plastic limit load. The minimum upper bound is the ultimate
load itself.
Plane frames and continuous beams are simple enough to permit exact
calculations of the ultimate load. Almost all of this "Conunentary" is
»•
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devoted to a. study of such frames and beams because of the primary
position they occupy in civil engineering structural practice.
Anactua.l, therefore three-dimensional, building frame. usually
is treated as a collection of two-di.mensions.l frames Q This quite
reasonable procedure is equi.valent to setting a number of secondary
interaction bending .moments and torques equal to zero. It is on
the safe side according to Theorem I.
For complicated structures it ma.y well be that "exact" ultimate
loads cannot be found due to i.nvolved geometry of parts or of the
complete structure. These two theorems then enable bracketing the
answer closely enough for practical engi.neering purposes.
The simplicity of plastic analysis opens the way to plastic, ,--
design, to di~ct design as- co-n-tcras-ted with the-EF'iad--and-e-rpe-r
procedur.ewhich. is normally followed. Some steps that have been
.takenalong these lines will be outlined.
\
There are numerous fuetnods by which a continuous steel structure
lIlay be analyzed for ro.aximumstrength. In the semi-graphical ("statical"
or "equilibrium") method:, an,equilibriu:f\ moment diagram is drawn such
that the moment is nowher'e greater thanMp. It thus automatically
satisfies the lower boun~ theorem. The resulting ultimate load is
correct onl.¥-.i£ sufficietlt: pl~s.t-i-c -h-i.-Rges ..we-re --as-sume1i to -ere-at€ a
mechanism (thus satisfying the upper bound theorem). In the mechanism
205.53
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method a mechanism is assumed and the resulting virtual work equations
.are solved for ultimate load. This value is correct only if the
plastic moment condition is also satisfied.
...
•
2.1
2.2
2.3
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Moment-curvature Relationship for Beam i.n Bending FIG.2.3
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. Chapter 3
.A .NA L YS IS·AND D E:S I G N
3.1
•
•
The purpose of this chapter is to indicate the important assumptions
of the simple plastic theory and to describe the essential feature~ of
plastic analysis by the "Statical" and th,e "Mechanism" methods. It is not
intended to present a complete discussion of all the various methods avail-
able for analysis and design; Refs 3·.1 to 3.8 may be consulted for this
purpose. However, by presenting in Arts 3.2 and 3.3 a brief outline of
two frequently-encountered .methods it is hoped that the.significance of
the basic principles and assumptions will become .evident.
3.1 .A,SSUMPTIONS
The-·-:i::mport-ant eencep-ts and- assumptions with regard to the plastic
behaviot of structures according to the "simple plastic theory" are as follows:
1. The material is duetile. It has-the capacity of absorbing
plastic deformation without the danger of fracture .
. 2. . .Each beam has a ma~imummomeI).t of resistance (the plastic
moment, Mn), a mom~nt that is attained through plastic y~eld
of the entire cross section (plastification).
3. .Due to the ductility of steel, rotation .at relatively constant
moment·will .occur through.a considerable angle -- resulting in
the formation of a plastic hinge.
4. ~Connections proportioned for full continuity will transmit the
calculated plastic~oment.
5. As a result of the formation of plastic hinges at. connections
and other points of maximum moment, subsequent redistribution of
momentwiTl occur"allowing the format~on.of plastic hing~s at
points that are otherwise less, highly stressed in the elastic region.
6. The ultimate load may be computed on the .basis that a sufficient
number of plastic hinges have .formed to create a mechanism.
205.53
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. Chapter 3
3.1
.A .NA L YS IS AN DD E.S I G N
..
The purpose of this chapter is to indicate the important assumptions
of the simple plastic theory and to describe the essential features of
plastic analysis by the "Statical" and th,e "Mechanism" methods. It is not
intended to present a complete discussion .of all the various methods avail~
able for analysis and design; Refs 3.1 .to3.8 may be consulted for this
purpose~ However, by presenting in Arts 3.2 and 3.3 a brief outline of
two frequently-encountered methods it is h,op~d that the_significan~e of
the basic principles and assumptions will become .evident •
3.1 ASSUMPTIONS
The- ·i:tt1'p'E)rt-ant ec-ncep-ts- and- assumptions with regard to the plastic
behaviot of .structures according .to the "simple plastic theory" are as follows:
1. The material is dueti1e. It has-the capacity of absorbing
plastic deformation without the danger of fracture .
. 2. . .Each beam has a ma~imum moment of resistance (the plastic
moment,Mn), a moment that is.attained through plastic y~e1d
of the entire cros~ section (p1astification).
3. .Due to the. ductility of steel, rotation .at relatively constant
moment-wil1.occur through.a considerable angle -- resulting in
th,e formation of a plastic hinge.
4.~Connections proport;ioned for full .continuity will transmit the
calculated plastic.~oment. -
5. As a result of the formation of plastic hinges at. connections
and other points of maximum moment, subsequent redistributiono£
momentwiIl .occ~r,a110wing the £ormat~on.of plastic hinge~ ~
points that are.otherwise less highly stressed in .the· elastic region.
6. The ultimate load may be .computed on .the .basis that asu££icient
number of plastic hinges have .formed to create a mechanism.
•205,53
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7, .The deformations are small such that the equi.li,briumequations
can be formulated for the undeformed structure (as inordinar1
elasti.c analysis),
8. No instability will occur prior to the att.ainmentof the
ultimate load.
9, The influence of normal force and shearing force on'the plastic
moment is neglected.
10. The loading is proportional, i.e. the ratios between different
loads remain constant.during loading.
The experimentalverifi,cation of some of these assumptions. is presented
later in this report (Chapters .5 and 7). Other assumptions may need
implementation to assure that the appropriate requirements are met,. and
this is the concern of portions of Chapter 4 and of .Chapter 6.
3.2 STATICAL .METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The statical method of analysis is suitable for continuous beams and
for frames in.which .the number of redundants does not exceed two or three,
As described in Art 2.2 the objective of this method is to draw a possible
moment diagram in. such a way that the plastic moment condition is not
violated ~M ~ Mp) but with sufficient plastic hinges bei.ng formed to
create a mechanism. .Anexample follows.
Analysis of a Restrained Beam
Suppose it is desired to determine the total load Wu that may be .
.carried by a beamo£ given.moment capacity with several spans of length L.
One of ,the interior spans A-C is shown in Fig 3.1.
It
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3.3
The first step i,s to remove the r.estxalning end moments MIL and Me
and to draw the momen.t .diagram consideri.ng the beam a.s simply-supported.
From statics the maximum moment ordinate at the center is WuL/8 as shown
in sketch (b).
Next, the redundant end moments MA and MB are applied to the beam
giving the redundant moment diagram as shown in sketch (c).
Finally these, two moment diagrams are combiq,ed (the redundant moments
are added algebrai,cally to the determinate moments) in such away that
plastic hinges are formed at the center and at the two end~ (sketch d).
If fewer than these three hinge.swere formed then part of the beam would
not be used to maximum effecti.veness, a mechanism would not be formed" and
the structure would be capab1.e of sustaining additional ,load.
,From the cOl1structionof th,e composite moment diagram, the equilibrium
condition at ultimate load requires that the center determinate moment
CWuL/8) be equal to the moment: at the center (~) plus that·at the end(~),
or
from which
= 2 l~ (3.1)
i-
= 16 L (3.2)
As described in Art 4.6, the plastic mQmentof any beam cross-section
may be computed from a knowledge of the yield stress level,and the cross-
sect.ion geometry. Th,us the ultimate 1oad,.Wu , is dete.rmined.
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The definition of failure in the plastic theory is that the structure
will carry no additional load. At the ultimate load the plastic hinges
continue to rotate at .constantm~ment and therefore the structure simply
deforms without. change in load. In this respect the·action is similar
to a linkage or "mechanism" (there is no change in load with deformation
of the first order). Therefore the term, "mechanism," is used to .describe
the further deflections of a beam or frame after it reaches the ultimate
load. Such.a mechanism is shown in Fig 3. le . Ines.sence , then, the
composite moment diagram is drawn in such.a way that a mechanism forms.
3.3 MECHANISM METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Although the matter of personal preference is frequently involved in
the selection of a particular method of analysis, when the number of
redundants ina frame exceeds two or three the mechanism method usually
will be found most ~ljt~hle.As intimated in Art 2.2, the objective in
the mechanism method is to select from all the possible modes of failure
the one that corresponds to the lowest possible "ultimate" load. ·A
check is provided through the construction of th~ moment.diagram to make
sure that the plastic moment condition is not violated (M ~~). In
essence, therefore, the mechanism method gives an Upper Bound solution
that is the correct value of the ultimate load when it also satisfies the
Lower Bound theorem. An example follows .
.Analys~s of Rectangular Portal Frame
Suppose it is required to find the ultimate load for the structure
shown:ip Fig 302. The section is of uniform moment capacity, MP' throughout.
..
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The first step in the mechanism.method is to find the position of
possible plastic hinges. These hinges may form at points where shear
passes through zero (that is, at concentrated load points, connections,
etc..) artd therefore the possible plastic hinge locations are at sections 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5.
The n.ext step is to select for irwestigation the various possible
failure mechanisms. Three of these are shown in Fig 3.. 2. Mechanism 1
correspond> to the action of vertical load P aQ.d .iscalled a. "beam"
mechanism. Mechanism 2, .corresponds to the action.of the horizontal load
P and is often referred to as "sway" or "panel" mechan:ism. Mechanism 3,
on the other hand, is a composite mechanism representing the action of
both lbads; it is a combinati.on .of mechani.sms land 2 that eliminates a
plastic hinge at section .2.
The correct failure machanismwill be the one which results in the
lowest ~oad since arty greater load would mean .that the plastic moment con-
dition .would be violated. The load that corresportls to each mechanism may
be computed by the principle of vi.r.tualdisplacements and is illustrated
as follbws: Referring to Fi,g 3. 2b, suppose that after the ultimate load
is reached the beam is allowed to move tqrough.a virtual displacement,
For eqiiibrium, the external.work (WE) done by tqe load as it moves through
this small displaceII\ent must equal the i.nternalwork (Wr)·absorbed at each
hinge·aS it rotates through a corresponding small angle, or
. For mechanism 1 the external work is given by
WI;' = p~ = p .4
(3.3)
(3.4)
..
•
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The internal work i.s given hy
~king use of ¥q. (3.3),
p ~e= 4 Mpe
8~
",,-'L
Simila.rly, for mechanism 2~
8 :?2.~
L
and for mecha~ism 3,
P~~ + P Ai; = M (et2. e +4 E)+e)p
p 1 e + p1 e = 6~
2 2
3.6
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
6 Mp
L
(3.8)
Since the lowest value il? 1'3 ' it i.!) the true ultimate load.
It is cl~sirable to check to .make sure that: some other mechanism was
not overlook~d. This may be-done by exami.ning the plastic moment condition
through construction .of the moment diagranlo The comple.te diagram is
shown in Fig 3.2e the moment. at each .section being determined by statics
(the moments are plotted on .the tension side of the member). It is
found that M-::Mp throughout, and thus the answer det.ermined above is
verifi~d.
,.
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.' 3 . 4 OTHER METHODS
,3.7
•
The two previous articles have presented in simplified form the most
important steps in two methods of plastic analysis. ,References 3.1 - ~.8
may be consulted for complete systematized procedures of analysis and
design using these methods.
In addition to the Statical and Mechanism methods of analysis, other
techniques are available for determining the ultimate load a structure
will support. Two of these are the "Method of Inequalities" and the
"Plastic Moment Distribution" method. Refs 1.7 and 3.9 cover these
methods which have a particular application for certain ,structural problems.
Just .as inelastic design, where the engineer has available certain
charts, tables, and formulas with ,which to analyze standard cases, so
also it has been possible to develop convenient design aids for the rapid
selection of member sizes. The designer may use such techniques to
shorten even further the,design time, but.discussionof these aids is not
within the scope of this report. Many such techniques have. been illustrated
on practical design examples inRef.3.5.
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Chapter 4
4.1 INTRODUCTION
GENERAL
ij
PR 0 V I S ION S
This. chapter will discuss some of the basic conditions that should
be satisfied inestablishlng a plastic design procedure. This includes
questions regarding types of cnnstruction~ materials, structural
ductility (avoidance of brittle fracture)~ the yield stress level to be
used, the plastic moment, the loads and forces that.would be consi.dered
as applied to the struoture, and the load factoro
In each case the suggested provision will be given fi.rst, followed
by pertinent discussion.
4.2 TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION
The following types of constructi.on .
.are suitable for plastic design:
(a)
(b)
(c)
Continuous Beams
One and two-story, single-
and multi-span continuous type
buildi.ng frames
Multi-story tier buildings
with sldesway prevented by
walls and/or diagonal bracingo
Plastic design is not re.commended as a substitute for allowable
stress' design for structures that are essentially pin-connectedo It i~
intended for structures which depend upon continui.ty for tneir ability
to carry the computed ultimate load.
••
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The necessary continuity may be achieved by welding~ riveting or
bolting, The background and justification for design guides for the use
of such connecting devices is di.scussed elsewhere in this report (See
Chapter 7),
4,3 MATERIALS
Material with the characteristics of
ASTM A7 steel for bridges and buildin,gs
should be used, wi.th modifications, when
needed; to insureweldability an,d ductility
at lowest expected service temperature,
It is not the intent. to specify anyone steel, but to indicate that the
important property that is required of a m.at:erLd i.s ductility at.
service temperature, Many of the high strength st.eels exhibit stress-
strain characteristics similar to those of structural grade steel except
with a higher yield stress leveL It is reasonable to expect that
plastic design may be applied to structures in which such steels are.
used, providing they meet design guides similar to those suggested in this
report, but·appropriate to t.he particular material,
4.4 STRUCTURALDUCTILITY
Fabrication processes should be such
as to retain ducti.1.ity. Sheared edges and
punched holes intension flanges should not
be permitted, . Sub-punched and reamed holes
for connecting devices would be satisfactory
if the reami.ng removes the cold-worked material .
In design, triaxial states of tensile
stress set up by geometrical restraints should
be minimized,
••
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ThH provision together with Art 4,) is intended to assure that brittle
fracture will not prevent the .formati.on of a plastic hinge. The assumption
of ductility is an equally important aspect of elastic design and
numerous design assumptions rely upon it.
In plastic design the engineer should be guided by the same principles
that govern the proper design of an all,-welded structure designed by the
allowable stress methods, since ductility is of equal importance to both.
Thus the proper material must be specified to meet the appropriate
service conditions, the fabrica,tion and workmanship must meet high
standards, and design details should be such that the material is as
f d f "bl (4.3)ree to e orm as pOSS1, ..e .
.With respect to fabrication, due to the severe cold working involved,
punches holes a,nd sheared edges should not be permitted in parts that
might be subjected to t.he yield st.ress in tensi.on at ulti.mate load.'
Punched holes would be permitted if followed by suffici.ent reaming to
remove the cold-'worked material 0 This limitation is not -as severe as
might seem to be the case; if punched holes are required for erection,
they can often be located in regions that -would not be supject to large
tensi.le forces (for example) near the web center or, in tier buildings,
on the bottom flange at the ends bf beams.) In Ref 4.5 the effect of
various edge conditions on the brittle f~ilure of steel has been studied.
4 .• 5 YIELD _STRESS LEVEL
For AStM. A-7 Steel,
Normal stress, 0 y = 33.0ksi
Shear st~ess, Ty = 19.0 ksi
1------
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A yield stress level of 33.0 ksi corresponds to the minumum yield
point permitted in.a mill-type acceptance test of A-7 steel .. Such a
test .differs from the test conducted in the laboratory because of a
number of factors, one of the most important .ofwhich is strain rate.
An extensive investigation into the yield stress level has been con-
ducted(4.l) using as the test specimen.a complete cross-section of a
rolled WF shape. The loading.was carried out in a manner that simulates
"static" loading. By such a test procedure it was possible to include
such effects as differences in web·and flange strength, strain rate,
and size, since representative cross sections from the very smallest to
the largest rolled shapes were included in the program.
According to the data .available at .that time, this investigation
showed that the most probable value of the yield stress level is 34.1 ksi,
with variations ranging from .24.6 ksi to 43.0 ksi . (According to the usual
acceptance-type test, the most probable value of the yield stress level
would be 42.6 ksi.). Fig 4.1 shows the histogram of the ratio of yield
stress level according to a stub column test as compared with a mill-
type acceptance test.
While 33.0 ksi istbe minimum yield stress permitted in, acceptance
tests, ·it-t-u-rns-eu-t-tfta·t··-i-t-i-s--ve-ry close to the average basic yield
stress level of this material. Thus the factor of safety includes the
possibility of variation below this average value, because the design
is actually based on an .average, not a minumum. This situation has
always existed in the design of simple beams, and theref~re represents no
departure from past practice.
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4.6 PLASTIC MOMENT
. . . .. (4.1)
4.5
•
cry yield stress level
Z plastic modulus
As pointed out in Art 2.1, the formation of plastic hinges is of
basic importance to plastic design. Fig 2.3 shows the characteristic
moment-rotation curve of a beam under bending, and the moment at "stage 5"
shown in Figs 2.2 and 2.3 is called the plastic moment. It is computed
according to Eq (4.1) .
Z, the plastic modulus, is defined as the combined statical moment
about the neutral axis of the cross-sectional areas above and below
that axis.
As will be evident in Chapter 5, it is frequently observed in tests
that the moment-deformation behavior is not exactly like that shown in
Fig 2.3 (See Fig 5.4, for example). Because of strain-hardening, the
resisting moment is greater than the value computed according to Eq.(4.l)
However, no present theory can take this additional reserve in strength
into account without undue complications.
For material whose characteristics are not similar to A7 steel, but
which exhibits continuous strain-hardening, it might be desirable to
arrive ~t a semi-empirical value for the "plastic hinge" moment .. Studies
;
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would have to be made on the particular material (including bending tests
and tests of indeterminate structures) to arrive at a suit~ble approxi~
mation for the plastic moment.
4.7 LOADS AND FORCES
The loads and forces to be provided for
(allowable loads and forces) should be
those that are customary for the particular
type of constr\lction. These loads are then
increased to an arbitrarily established ultimate
value. Members are selected on the basis
of their plastic strength 00 resist the most
critical condition of ultimate loading .
. . .. (4.2)
F = Load factor
Pu = Ultimate load
Pw = Allowable (working) load
A margin of safety is achieved in elastic design by the use of
allowable unit stresses obtained from a unit stress level assumed to
represent failure and which has been reduced by a "factor of safety."
In plastic design safety is achieved by multiplying the given service
loads by a "load factor" as discussed in Art 4.8.
The use ·of plastic design does not involve any changes in the
magnitude of the service loading, Pw , specified for a given structure.
The difference is that, in the case of plastic design, members are selected
so that the structure will just support the computed ultimate load, Pu '
whereas inelastic design the members are so selected that allowable unit
stresses will not be exceeded at service load, Pw (as used here P being
the critical combination of given independently variable loads used as
the basis for the design by either method.).
•205.53
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The loading conditions that would be investigated for building
c~nstructionare:
1. Dead load plus live load
4.7
2. Dead load, plus live load, plus wind orearth~
quake forces.
It is assumed that the loading is stattc and proportional, even
for the characteristic fluctuations of live load found in buildings.
For unusual conditions, deflection stability would be investigated (see
Art. 6.5).
In the design of structures to resist the dynamic loading resulting
from blast forces, plastic design concepts generally are used .. However
selection of the loading and the type of design are largely a matter of
judgment and are based on studies of vu~nerability, consequences of
failure, and required radiation protection. In making the design it is
neces~ary to consider the nature of the loading, increased dynamic
yield strength of the material, effective load duration, natural period
of the structure, effective mass, distribution of mass, as well .as other
factors not commonly considered in structural design.
In designing for earthquakes most building codes provide for
the application of .equivalent lateral static loads to produce a desired
level of earthquake resistance. There is no reason why such specified
loads c~nnot be multiplied by a load factor and used in plastic design.
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Concepts of plastic analysis are currently being considered for
design to resist .earthquake forces using procedures that tak~ into
account thee1asto-p1astic response of the structure as a function of
time. Here, the variation and random nature of earthquake loading
require that consideration be given to loading approximations used in
the design,. as well as to many of the factors noted above ~s of
importance in designing for blast forces. Greater refinement in design
procedures using these .concepts must await further study. The complex
nature of such as app~oved makes it almost mandatory to use digital
computers in the analysis.
4.8 LOAD.FAd!rORS
Dead load plus live load, F = 1.85
Dead load plus live load
plus wind or earthquake, F 1.40
It should be noted that the factor of safety implicit in.a11owab1e
stress design and the load factor used in plastic design .are not concerned
alone with the possibility of overloading .. Other factors which influence
..
the selection of an appropriate margin of safety are:
1. Approximations and uncertainties in the method of analysis.
2. Quality of workmanship
3. Presence of residual stresses and stress concentrations*
4. Under-run in physical properties of material
5~ . Under-run of cross-sectional dimensions of "members
6. Location and intended use of structure .
* While this factor contributes to uncertainty as to the precise stress
level, the discussion in Arts 1.2, 5.1 and 5.3 shows that it does not
influence ultimate load-carrying capacity (excepting column buckling,
of course)
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Depending upon the type of structure and its intended use, the
4,9
importance of one of the above factors, as compared with the others, can
vary somewhat, One might arrive ata precise over-all load factor F,
in each case if sufficient statistical data were available to weigh
properly the importance of its various constituent parts, but any
resulting departure from current practice would be equally applicable
to the allowable stresses specified for use inelastic designs, Since,
such statistical data are not available, it would seem logical to draw
upon the vast experience gained from allowable stress design (countless
examples of which have been in service for over a half a century) to
obtain.a single, average value, applicable throughout the range of
building construction.
Such a val~e can be obtained by considering the plastic strength
of simple beams in the light of the allowable stress for which these
beams were proportioned, there being no necessity for requiring any
greater margin of safety merely because the structure is redundant.
For simple beams the load factor is equal to the ration of the ultimate
load, Pu , to the working load, Pw; thus F equals Pu/Pw' Since here the
bending moment varies linearly with the load
F
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Substituting for Mp and Mw
where f is the shape factor.
F
4.10
Since adoption of its Standard Specification for Structural Steel
for Buildings by the American Institute of .Stee1Construction in 1923,
. and to a 1i~ited extent even before that, the basic allowable working
stress in building design in the United States has been 0.6 of the specified
minimum unit yield stress of the steel furnished. Restated, the load
factor against the guaranteed ~inimum ultimate capacity of these beams
has notekceeded
F = 30,000 psi,
18,,000 psi£
33,000 pS~f
20,000 pH = 1.65f ---------(4.3)
..
The formulation of a satisfactory load factor is therefore dependent
only upon the determination of a shape factor representative of the simple
beams now· in service.
The variation of the shape factor for WF beams and columns, and for
American. .Standard beams is shown in Fig 4.3. ForWF shapes normally used
as beams Listed in the "sectioneconomyll table (4.4) the shape factor
varies from 1.10 to 1.18 with an average value of 1.134 and a mode of 1.12.
For WF shapes normally used as columns that appear in, the II column II tables
of Ref 4.4 the shape factor varies from 1.10 to 1.23 with.an average value
of 1.137 and a mode of 1.115. The shape factor distribution, .ofAmerican
Standard beams is shown in the lower porti.onof Fig 4.3. The minimum is
1.14 and the maximum is 1.23, the average being 1.18.
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The following table sho~thepossible values of the load factor,
depending on the choice of the shape factor.
SHAPEF.t\CTOR FACTOR OF SAFETY* LQADFACTOR
1.10
--
Minimum Value 1.65 1.81
1.12 -- Mode forWF beams 1. 65 ~
1.14 -- Average for WF beams 1.65 1.88
and Columns
1.18 -- Average for American 1.65 1. 95
Standard I beams
1. 23 -- Maximum value 1.65 2.03
The two most likely values for the load factor are 1.85 and 1.88. The
former would seem reasonable because it represents the shape factor that
will recur most frequently in beams. The number 1.88 implies an accuracy
in,our knowledge of the general problem of safety that is not justified.
In the case of gravity loadin~ in combinatiqn .withwind or earth-
quake forces, allowable stress designspecificatton, permit a one-third
increase in computed stresses,Coqsistentwith ~his allowance, the
val~e of F for combined d~ad, live and wind or earthquake loading would
be 3/4 x 1.85 = 1.40.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
* Yield stress divided by working stress .
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THE 0 R Y
-'------
In this chapter it is shown that the actual behavior of
structures under test verifies the predictions of plastic theory, In
Art 5,1 it is demonstrated that struetural steel contains tre ductility
assumed, and that plastic hi.nges will form an.d allow the necessary
redistribution of moment. Art 5.2 presents the results of continuous
beam: tests, a,nd finally Art 5,3 shows how tests of :r:::i.gid frames verify
plastic theory.
5.1 BASIC CONCEPTS
Ductility of Steel
Fig 5.1 shows the tensile stress-strain curve obtained from two
coupons cut from two separate locations of an8WF40 beam. It is typical
of the behavior of ASTM A7 steel. The steel deforms plastically about
15 times the strain,at the elastic limit and then commences to strain
harden.* Although the data is plotted well int.o the strain-hardening
range, the strains shown are still considerably less than those at
ultimate strength (tensile,strength). The compressive and the tensile
stress-strain relationships are quite similar. In fact the properties
* ASrM-A7 requires an elongation in 2-in ,of not- less than 24%, an
elongfiltion that is more than 200 times the maximum elastic value.
r
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ineompression are practically identical with those in tension. Fig 5.2
shows in idealized fonn the stres-strainrelati.onships for ASTM A7 steel
drawn according to average values obtained in laboratory tests.
The Plastie?1e>ment and the Plastic Hinge
As a demo~stration that the plastic moment is attained through
pl/3,stification €)£ th~ crOSB section, Fig S.lC4l shows a typical M-~ curve
obt.aiued ftoma beam a portion .0£ which is in pure bendi~go(501) The
.dotted line is the idealized curve axu:l the solid. line through thecireles.
shows the results of a test. The theore~i.cal str~ssdistribl,1tions
(according to the simple plastic tqeory) at different .stages of bending
are shown in .Fig 5Q3(b). Bel~ these in Fig 5.3(c) 4r~ shown the
corresponding stress dis.tributions as determl.nela {according to the simple
plastic th;eoty) aJ; differ~p.t st~ges of bending are shown in Fig 5.3(b) •.
Below these in Fig 5.3(c) are shown the qqfrespo~ding ~tress distributions
as detenninea £~om ,~R-4 gage ~¢a$ure~nts. ~twill .be seen .that plasti-
fieation of the cross sect,i.ondoes occur 9 an,d that the bending moment
- - -.----:'
corresponding to tllis cpn~itiQn is the full. pl~tic mOtll~ntaa cqm];luted
froll1the eqJ~tion ...~ = cry40
AlthQugi\ therewillpe inevitaple minqT; vari~tions from the· result
:;;hoWn in .fig 5.3(4) th~ ntAtlY tests ~onduct~.4 QnroHed .shapes indi.c.a,te
th~tmost hot-rolledwide..,flAAge be~ will .de.v:elop th$ ~trengthpredicted
. by the plastic theory an4 tlulta pla.l?t;l.c hip,~.e ,(c~rgcte~ized by ro.~~t;:ion
·atnear-const~nt moment)d,oes actually f/Jnn~
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To be sure a somewhat unrealistic loading condition has been
taken, since "pure moment" is a condition not likely to be encountered
in .actual structures. Usually there will be agradi.ent. in moment, as
when a single concentrated load is applied to a beam. In such a case
the deformation tends to be conc£;ntrated under the loa.d point (the point
of maximum moment). Because the plastic deformation is more localized,
the strain-hardening region is reached at 8. lesserdenection; consequently,
the beam tends to develop a.moment greater than the plastic moment.
Typical of the behavior of a beam under moment gradient is that shown in
Fig 5.4. (5.2) The beam continues to increase in load-carrying capacity
as the deformation is continued.
Thus strain~hardening improves the moment-carrying capacity of a
beam. Although it is neglected in the simple plastic theory (except
for checking a beam for stability against buckling) this additional.
reserve strength is st.ill present in most ordina,rystructures,. and this
contributes to a greater than assumed actual factor of safety.
Redistribu.tionof Mome.nt.
From the previous section it is seen that plastic hinges may be
depended upon to format connections and at concentrated load points.
This development of this plastic moment is one of the sources of
reserve strength in structural steel. Another source is the redistri-
bution of moment in continuous structures.
•205053
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In Fig 505 is shown a picture of t!,.e redistr:i.bution process -- as
predicted theore.tically arld as obtained experimentally. A test :was made
ona conti.nuous beam to simuLate the conditi.on of t:1:drd··poin.t loa.di.ng
on a fixed·~ended span; (403) t.hus experimental data was available to
compa.t'e .with the theoretic.al predictions 0 The fi,.xed-ended beam and its
various components are shown in four st:ages~
,Stage 1. near: the comput.ed ela.,stLc :L~.mit:,
aft:e.r the plastic hi.nge has formed at the ends
and the loa.d has iucrea.sed towa.rds i.ts ul timate
value,
. Stage 3 ·--wni:::n thetheoI'et:1,cal ultimate load is ,first
reache.d 9 and
Stage 4 afte:t:' deformation has been continued through
an ,arbi.tra.ry addition.al .d:Lsplacement.,
The figure shows (8.) the loading 9 (b) the de£1ec.ted shape at the four
phases, (c) the momentdia,gram~ (d.) the load-deflection curve), an,d the
moment ,curvature relationsh,ip near the ends (e) an.d at the center (f),
In the ela,st:i.c range (St:age 1) it -wi.l.1 be seen that t.hebeam .b?-haves
just -as assumed by the theory~ the mo.ment at the center being one-half
the moment at the fixed ends, (Figs 505c~ 5,5e~ 505£)0 As the moment
at the e.nds -approaches the yield moro.e.nt ~ the curvature, ~, c.olIlluen,ces
to increase more rapidly, a plasU.c hinge begln.s to form (Fig 5,5e),
Because of this "hinge action", the add:i.t:i.onal ,moments due to increase
in load are distributed betweel~ the ends and the, center ina different
-,
•
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ratio b~yon~ ~he ela!;j,tic range than before. ,As long as~,cthe beam is''-'
~lasticthe increase inmo~nt at the center corresponding to a loa~
~ncrement is~ne.,.half the im;re~eJ;tt the ends. However, after a plastj,.c
hinge fonns J:he ends, most of the i~crease of ,moment occurs'_at the
c.enter; th,e ~nt increm¢nt at the ends is sl$ll. (Fig 5.5a, 5.5£)
This is th,ePfocess k~own,as,redistribu~ionofmoment.
As a res~lt of pl~tificationat theen4s~ th,e beam actua,lly
~ehaves some~at more flexibly than before (Fig 5.5d). AtStag~ 2 the
~l~stic momen~ capacity ne~r the center is practically exh~uste4. It
is quite evi~ntfrQm ,Pig 5.5 thats\.lbstalltia,lly all of th.emb~~
.~apac~ty has ~een ,absorbed by the time ,St4ge 3 is r~ached (\.lltimate
~oad). B,eyop.,p t~Ls~ the bei$nsf,mplydeforms as a mec,h~ismwi.th th'll
~oment-diagr~ remaining largely unchanged, the plastic hinges at the
~nds and cent~r rotating further.
, Clear evidence is therefore available that re~~tributionofmQment
pccurs th,ro'Ugp. th~ formation of plastic hinges J allowing the stru,cture
to, reach (anc~ usua,lly exc.eed) its theoret:j,.cl1l ultimate lo~d.
Inc1dentra,lly, sketch (d) of Fig 5.5 illustrates the gra9-'Ll&
tra:Q.Sitipu f~oin tq.eel</ilSttc to the me;I.astic r~e t.hat is typic~
for ce>ntinu0'ts steel be~ ~d frames. TQ.eori!tically, upon ,fiUlt laac;l~
ing the sttuQt\.lre alJ.o~ld r~inelastic up t,o .~t~e 1.. Howeverdlle toP-'
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the combination of'~~ initial stress conditions and. diacootimilties.
local pl~sUc flow takes pla,ce- at·8 lower load than that· :whicheorre~poJIds
to Stage I. But there is nQ effect whatever ':upon,theultimate load .
.S..2·. 'mNTImJOUS ·REAMS.·
. <'. ; .•• "
Fig 5.6 sJwwB the E'e$Ults of continuous beam tests inwh:f,.ch the
·mentbers. were 'fabri~at:ed fromtollel(} sections. Tile structure and loading
ar~sho~ to .scaleat the left. Next, the size of member (or members) .
.ia illd;l,cated. To the right is 8 bar grap~on.which is piotted ¢~PE!r~nl:
.,
of predi,cted ultimate streIJgthexhibited~ythetest.structure, .(~teSt·
result plotted to the lIl00~n line show.s that the structtlre reached ~.
lpad predicted by the simple plast:f,.c theory.) Tll.e solid portiQnof t~
bar chart represents the 'reserve strength beyond the elastic limit since
the ep,d of the "open" portion of each bar graph is the computed elasttc
limit(on a non-di~eusional basis) and the end of the solid portion is
the observed maximum .strength.
~articularly remarkable among the continuous beam tests of Fig 5.6
is one conducted by Maler Leibnitz(5.4) shown as the next to the last
structure. In this experiment, prior to £pplying the vertical load,
he raised the center support until the allowable working ~tr.ess was just
.reached, with the result that .applicationof the first i.ncrement of
externat load was, infact,an overload. In spite of this, the computed
..
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ultimate load was attained. The observed ultimate load in this test
was within 3% of that of the two structures shown immediately in Fig 6.
The continuous beams shown in Fig 5.8 were tested to show that
members of otherwise inadequate strength may be cover plated to
achieve the desired load-carrying capacity.
5.3 FRAME TESTS
The structure shown in Fig 5.8 is typical of some of the frames
tested in this country as part of the experimental verification of plastic
theory. The span is 40-ftand the frame was fabricated of l2WF36
rolled shapes. Not only has the computed ultimate load been reached
at the stage shown in the photograph) bu t tht~ frame has absorbed
considerable additional plastic deformation while sustaining a load
slightly in exees-s- 0-£ p-(:i. Fig 5.8 shows the load-vs-deflection curve
for thi$ structure. The dashed line shows the predicted behavior based
on theory and the series of open circles connected by the solid line
represents the observed behavior. This result demonstrates once again
that inelastic acti6n(due to local effects) commences ata load consid-
erably less than the predicted yield value. It also shows that the
ultimate load is not affected by such initial conditions.
It is of interest that at ultimate load the excess of actual
deflection above the computed value for this frame was no greater than
that ob~erved at the predicted yield load.
r205.53
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Figs 5.9, 5.10, ?ll and 5.12 show frames tested bpth in this
•
country and abroad, and represent some of the structures which hav~
been tested to maximum load capacity prior to 1958. As before, the
"open" portion of each bar graph represents the loading range up to the
computed elastic limi.t. The solid portion represents the reserve
strength beyond the elastic limit~ the end of that part being the
observed maximum load. Good agreement is observed except for those
cases in which strain-hardening accounted for an increase; it is better,
in fact, than the agreement batween the predicted load at first yield
and the observed value. In Fig 5.9 testing of the fourth frame was
interrupted in order that the fifth test might be carried out on the
same structure but with .a different proportion of horizontal to vertical load.
In view of the notable agreement between plastic theory and the
results of these tests, the applicability of the plastic method to
structural design problems involving continuous steel beams and frames
is demonstrated .
,I •
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D E F IN I T IONS
A2
ULTIMATE LOAD or PLASTIC LIMIT LOAD The load attained when a sufficient
number of yield zones have formed to permit the structure to deform
plastically without further increase in load. It is the largest load
a structure will support, when perfect plasticity is assumed and when
such factors as instability, strain-hardening and fracture are neglected.
ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN A design method which defines the limit of
structural usefulness as the load at which a calculated stress equal to
the yi~ld point of the material is first attained at any point (usually
disregarding local stress raisers).
PLASTIC ,DESIGN A design method for continuous steel beams and frames
which defines the limit of structural usefulness as the "ultimate load."
(Th~ term, "plastic" comes from the fact that the ultimate load is
computed froin a knowledge of the strength of steel in the plastic range).
FACTOR OF SAFETY As used in elastic (allowable stress) design, it
is a factor by which the yield stress is divided to determine a working
or allowable stress for the most highly stressed fiber.
LOAD FACTOR
is multiplied to
to emphasize the
rather than upon
In plastic design, a factor by which the working load
determine the ultimate load. This choice of terms serves
reliance upon load-carrying capacity of the structure
stress.
YIELD MOMENT -- In,a member subjected to bending, the moment at which
an outer fiber first attains yield point stress.
PLASTIC MOMENT The resisting moment of a fully-yielded cross-section.
PLASTIFlCATION Gradual penetration of yield stress from the
fiber towards the centroid of a section under increasing moment.
ficati,on is complete when the plastic moment, ~, is attail1ed.
outer
Plasti-
PLASTIC MODULUS The modulus of resistance to bending of a completely
yielded cross section. It is the combined statical ,moments about the
neutral axis of the cross-sectional areas above and below that axis.
SHAPE FACTOR The ratio MplMy, or zls, for a cross-section.
PLASTIC HINGE A yielded zone which forms
when the plastic moment is applied. The beam
that it is restrained by the moment ~.
in,a structural member
,' '
rotates as if hinged, except
HINGE ANGLE The angle of ro.tation through which a yielded segment
of a beam must sustain its plastic moment value.
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ROTATION CAPACITY The angular rotation which a given cross-sectional
shape can sustain at the plastic moment value without prior local failure.
MECHANISM An articulated system able to deform .without a finite increase
in load. It is used in the special sense that the linkage may include real
hinges and/or plastic hinges.
REDISTRIBUTION OF MOMENT A process which results in the successive
formation of plastic hinges until the ultimate load is reached. As a
result of the formation of plastic hinge~ less-highly stressed portions of
a structure may carry increased moments.
PROPORTIONAL LOADING
to the other.
All loads increase ina constant ratio, one
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NO ME N.C LA T DR E
A = Area of cross-section
= Area of two flanges ofWF shape, Af = 2bt
Ap = Cross-sectional .area of plate
Aw = Area of web, Aw =wd
a = Column height to: .span length ratio of gable frame (column height=aI,.).
Distance between centroids of cross-sectional.area·above and
below neutral axis.
Distance from .end of cantiliver to critical section of beam.
b
..
•
C
. Cf
c
D
d
df
dp
<\v
E
Est
..
\,
Et
'!II
e
Flange width
Breadth of rectangular cross section
::iI Roof rise to.span length ratio of gable frame (toof rise bL) .
.1·Overturning moment parameter (windward side)
Correction factor due to end fixity (restraint) for determining
critical length.for lateral buckling.
= Distance from neutra~axis to the extreme fiber.
= Overturning .moment parameter (leeward) side
= Depth ot section
¢ Distance between .centers of two flange~.
- pistance between two cover plates
F Web depth ofWF shape (d - 2t)
= ~oungls modulus of elasticity
== Strain-hardening mod4lus =
~ Tangent modulus
~ f:ccentricity
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F
f
= Load factor of safety
Shape factor
Mp
-L
= = , ..
My S'
G = Modulus of elasticity in shear
Gst = Modulus of elasticity in shear at onset of strain-hardening
Gt = Tangent modulus in shear
gA = Moment ratio in~djacentsegment.
H = Hinge angle required at a plastic hinge
= Horizontal reaction
HB Portion of hinge angle that occurs in critical (buckling) segment
of beam
h = Story height in multi-story frame
I = Moment of inertia; subscripts denote axis.
= Number of redundants remaining in.a structure at ultimate load.
Ie = Moment of inertia of elastic part of cross-section
~ = Moment of interia of plastic part of cross-section
~ = Warping constant
K
KL
k
=
=
Torsion constant
Effective (pin-end) length of column. K= Euler length factor
Distance from flange face to end of fillet
- Plastic moment ratio
Stiffness factor of a beam
L = Span length
= Actual column length
= Length of bar
Length of buckling (critical) segment
,J
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£
Lcr
L£ ,Ls
~L
46
Length of segment (slope-deflection ,equation)
= Critical length for lateral buckling
= Critical length (with C = 1.0) of adjacent spans; subscripts £
and s denote larg~r and shorter critical lengths, respectively
- Equivalent length of connection
= Length.of plastic hinge
M = Bending moment
= Number of plastic hinges necessary to form a ~echanism
Moment at the haunch point
Critical moment for lateral buckling of a beam
= Maximum moment
= Column end ~ment; a useful maximum moment
= _pl Bstj c.:Moment
Maximum moment of a simply-supported beam
Moment -at which yield point is reached in flexure·.
Moment at working (service) load
Number of possible plastic hinges
Moment at which initial outer fiber yield occurs when .axial
t~rust is present.
Plaseic hinge mQment modified to includ~ the .effect of axial compression.
Plastic hinge moment mo~ified to includeef£ect of shear fOI'ce
=
=
=
=
=
=
Mer
·Mh
l1nax
i
Mo
~
Mp
~c
~s
Ms
My,
My
Myc
N
Normal force
n = Number of possible independent ~echanisms
= Shift of neutral axis.
P
..
Pe
I
"J Pmax
= Concentrated load
= Euler buckli~g load
= Maximum load
= Plastic hinge moment modified to include the effect of axial compression
A7
= Rotation capacity
= Working (allowable) load
= Ultimate load (theoretical)
Load
column height•
•
b/a = roof rise
Axial load corresportding to yield stress level; P = A~y.
on beam when yield point is reached in flexure .
= Stabilizing ("shakedown") load
=
=
= Tangent modulus load
,
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Ps
Pt
lh
~
~y
Q
R
= Radius of curved haunch
r = Radius of gyration; subscripts denote flexure axis
S = Section modulus, lic
~
I • s
= Sectioftmodulus of .eiastic part of cross section
. .
= Lengthbf compressioh flange of haunc~
T Force. Horizontal load applied at eaves which produces overtutnipg
~omentabout the bas~ of structure equivalent to t~at of hori-
zontal tlistributed load.
t = Flange thickness; subscripts c and tdenote compressiorl:and tension
= Stiffener thickness
= Transv~rse stiffener thickness
v = Shear force
Maximuili allowable shear force
Displacements in x , ,. and directionsu, v, .w = y, . z
W = Total distributed loAd
·t-lE ·Externai work due to virtual displacement
WI :: in~ernal work que to virtual displacement
w = pistributed load per unit of length
~
:;= Web thickness
•205.53
x
A8
Number of redundancies in original structure
= Longitudinal coordinate
= Distance to position of plastic hinge under distributed load
y = Transverse coordinate
Yo = Ordinate to furthest still-elastic fiber
Distance from midheight to neutral axis
y = D:!.stance from neutral axis to centroid of half-area
Z = Plastic modulus,Z
Ze = Plastic modulus of elastic portion of cross-section
Zp = Plastic modulus of plastic portion of cross-~ection
I
Zt = Trial value of Z, neglected axial force
z = Lateral coordinate
~ = Central angle between points of tangency of curved connection
r> = Angle between two non-parallel flanges
Virtual displacement
= Deflection. Subscripts u, w, y denote deflection at ultimate,
working, and yield load respectively.
\
",'
I
E
Emax
Est
Ey
1
a
= Strain
= Elongation at fracture
= Strain at strain-hardening
= Strain corresponding to theoretical onset of plastic yie~ding
= Measured angle change, rotation
= Mechanism angle
= Poisson's ratio
= Radius of curvature
= Normal stress

